Product Advisory

PA-652-17

DATE: 3/3/17

REVISED:

TO: Owners, Users, Dealers, and Installers

Models Affected: Digger Derricks

SUBJECT: Two speed Digger drive decal

Issue:
Shifting while the auger drive is turning or stalled under load will cause the gears to grind. The two speed digger drives can be damaged if they are shifted while the auger is turning or under load. If the gears grind under load due to shifting, damage will result.

Action:
Immediately inform all users and operators that shifting the digger on the fly will cause damage and may require repair or replacement of the drive unit. Proper operation is to allow auger rotation to stop before shifting the drive unit.

What Terex will do:
Terex is making available a decal to locate at the lower control station. Terex will provide decals to be located by the owner near the auger two speed control.

![Notice Decal]

The two speed diggers are not designed to shift between the high and low speed when the digger drive is turning or stalled under load. Damage will result that is not covered under warranty.

Call Terex Warranty at 1-800-982-8975 or email machine information to utilities.warranty@terex.com to request the number of decals needed for your machines. They will be shipped to the address you designate. When you receive the decal, install near the auger two speed control at the lower control station(s).